Introduction
The theory of k-registers have been examined for thirty years, k-registers are technical arrangements which generate binary pseudooyclic sequences with cycle length less or equal to 2 k .
The most papers concerning the k-registers which have been published before are devoted to these ones which generate sek quences with "pure"; cycle of length 2 (the maximal k-registers). Such k-registers have been widely used in many areas such as criptology, radar, automatic control, radiotechnic. The above applications and some others have been described in Aleksiejev Two principal problems have been studied for the k-registers: analysis and synthesis. In the first one we have to give the properties of singular sequences as well as of sets of sequences generated by the k-registers [5] . The principal problem is to examine a class of maximal k-registere. To solve the above problem we have to give a necessary and sufficient condition' on feedback function for a k-register to be maximal. Unfortunately this problem has not been Qolved yet. A partial answer is obtained for the class of linear k-registers. These ones generate pseudorandom sequenoes.
The synthesis problem is related to an effective construction of a singular k-register or of a class of k-registers with given properties. In particular we have to give an algorithm for the construction of whole class of maximal k-registers (or some subclass). The above problem has been solved independently by many authors. We do not recall here these algorithms. The reader is referred to Eredricksen's paper [3] , 7/e shall also mention the using of k-registers in computer technics, especially in microcomputer one. Golunkov [7] has considered a net of m k-ragisters with common memory. Some finite words over finite alphabet have been used as a control. The successive elements-of a control word switch on any feedback function to define the next state of a net with respect to the actual one. Golunkov suggested that such nets can be used as an arithmetical arrangement in the microprogrammed machines IBM. Control words can be interpreted as microprograms and feedback functions -as microcommands.
A new class R 11,111 of the clocked k-stage controlled m registers (briefly (k,m)-registers) will be considered here. This class covers all shift-registers (Golunkov's nets too) which have been considered before. An idea of the notion of the controlled (k,m)-register is based on Golunkov's net with only such difference that the control is a general recursive function.
Wow we shall describe the construction and the activity of such registers.
Every controlled (k,m)-regist9r consists of a memory with k cells where symbols of a nonempty alphabet A may be put in, of a clock which pulses moments, of m feedbach functions <p.|,...,<p m of A k into A and of a control y which assigns to an actual moment exactly one feedback function (strictly speaking an index of feedback function). Pour aspects of a synthesis problem for the controlled (k,m)-registers of the class R k » m will be considered. Generally speaking we have to construct (effectively) a class of (k,m)-registers generating given set of sequences and having additional properties (given set of feedback functions or control).
Preliminaries and basic definitions
1 Nonempty sets will be denoted always by upper case letters and their elements by lower case ones (possibly with subscripts). The empty set and the set of all nonnegative integers will bq. denoted by 0 and N, respectively.
Elements of N will be denoted by lower case Latin letters i,j,k,m,n,p,q,r,s and nonempty subsets of N -by F and Q.
Let A be a finite alphabet of cardinality n >1 and let t,u,v,w,x,y,z (with or without subscripts) denote the elements of A.
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The set of all infinite sequences over A will be denoted By A°° . A~, A~ denote the subsets of A°° of all pseudocyclic and cyclic sequences, respectively^.
Nonempty subsets of A°° will be denoted by E,F,G,H and sequences of A -by T,U,V^W,X,Y,Z.
For T e A°° , E S A°° and i,j eN ( i * ;j ) T | ^ ^ denotes a restricted sequence and-E^ ^ -the set, consisting of all sequences U^ ^ for UeE e]^ denote the sequenoes t i' t i+1"" and til6 s0t con8is ' tin 6 of sequenoes U^ for UeE.
The functions will be denoted by lower case Greek letters ir, <f , ip , co (possibly with subscripts) and the ordered sets of functions -by upper case Greek letters },{,&, The relations will be denoted by boldface Latin letters P, Q, , R , S (possibly with subscripts).
The symbols i, v , & , denote the usual logical connectives and V, 3 -the quantifiers.
Now we shall introduce some necessary definitions. let and be the arbitrary (fixed) integers. Definition 2.1. By a controlled (k,m)-register CR k j in the alphabet A we mean a triple (A,$,v) where A sequence T = ti.tg,... e A°°-is said to be pseudocyclic iff the following condition is satisfied:
Let i be the minimal number for which the condition (1) is satisfied. By the threshold segment of T (th(T)) we mean a sequence ^, if i>1 or the empty sequenoie e-otherwise. For i as aidve,! by the cycle of T (cl(T)) mean a! sequence t if ...with the minimal j.
A pseudocyclic sequence with tke e^npty threshold segment is said to be cyclio. A cyclic sequenoe T with the cycle t 1( ...,tj will be denoted by (t 1 ,... ,X^ )"".
A sequenoe Te A°° is said to be acyolio iff it is not peeudocyolia*» $ = ,... ,<pm| is an ordered set of total functions A and ontg |l,...,m} is a total recursive function. Every (1 $ i 5 m) will be called a feedback function and V -a control of CRk An infinite sequenoe T = t^tg,... e A°° is said to be generable by a (k,m)-register CRk m = (A, {<p1,..., <pm}t iff the following condition is satisfied Proof is obvious.
-551 - 3. An existence of the (k,m)-registers generating given set of sequences A necessary and sufficient condition for a nonempty set E cA°° to be definable will be given. We are interested here with a problem of an existence of a (k,'im)-register but not with effective its construction. The last problem will be studied in the next sections.
As was pointed in Lemma 2.1 it is sufficient to consider only finite sets consisting of only infinite sequences. 
Synthesis problem for the Boolean (k,m)-registers
A class c of finite sets consisting of only pseudocyclic sequences will be considered. Every such sequence is defined by means of its threshold segment and the cycle.
For every set E e E 1 there is a (k,m)-register CR,. _ K| ul such that E = D(CR,, ) and its construction is effextive.
K | Ul At the beginning we shall state the synthesis problem. Given set S cA°° we define a relation S (synthesis problem) as follows: S(E) iff there are k^1 and such that E is (k,m)-definable.
If the answer on the synthesis problem is positive then we have to construct (effectively) a (k,m)-register CRV Kyfll such that E = D(CRk m).
In-solving the synthesis problem two ways of an optima-' lization problem are possible. One of them consists in determining the minimal integer m and then the minimal inte--553 -gar k that E is a (k,m)-definable set. The second one follows conversely.
We shall illustrate the first of the above ways. Example 1. E is a subset of some (q,1)-definable set  (q^1) . Let be the minimal integer of all q such that E is q-homogeneous i.e. 1 = ({0,1},? ).
Let E e t be a set and p = max( 1( th(T)) + + l(cl(T))). Then
Let us mention else that we are ablâ to add to the set B t. such a set E., that E,u E1 = DiCR^). Obviously oard{EuE1)= 2 and BuB^ must be k-homogeneous. Such a set B^ can be not uniq ue.
5. Special cases of the synthesis problem Three synthesis problems S^0 1 (i = 0,1,2) will be considered. Let and m^1 be the arbitrary (fixed) integers. Define the relations as followsj (1) For the synthesis problem S which have been studied in the previous section it has not been necessary to construct an algorithm which decide the existence of a (k,m)-register generating given set of sequences. For solving all problems S k,ln (i = 0,1,2) such a necessity exists.
Some indispensable explanations sre needed. For every problem (i = 0,1,2) we dispose with sets of sequences, ordered sets of functions or sequences of integers. Let us call conventionally these elements by "Data". "Data" should be coded (in one-to-one manner) into integers. Thus we have two separate domains: a set of objects called "Data" and a subset of integers. Every problem
) is a computable set where u is a coding function. Turing machines or Markov's normal algorithms can be used as algorithms for deciding the above problems. We omit a' construction of such algorithms \but we shall igive only short outline of the proofs of respective theorems on "Data".
The o r e m 5.1. Every problem (i = 0,1,2) for the sets of is decidable.
-555 -Proof. let E e E 1 be an arbitrary set and let p denote the supremum of the lengths of all cycles (commonly with threshold segments) of S.
Let co : F -• P where F = {e ^ i+k : 1 (i $p} and P = {1,...,p}£N be an infective function (a coding function). Define the relation S, £ P * P as follows: (i,j) e S, iff There will be distinguished the class E^ of finite sets
Eca°° with the following property: Suppose that y(p) (p> 1) has been defined, let q be the maximal index of the functions <pr which have been defined previously. We have to verify whether or not there is s <p such that the sets E|s S+1 and B|p+1 p+2 do no,t contain sequences which differ one with another with only last elements. If the answer is positive then we put t|>(p+1) = r, otherwise Y(p+1) = q+1 and jpq(U|v) = U|1f2 f or U e E | p+1 ^ p+2.
-557 -It follows immediately from the previous construction that E = C(CR1 m) where CR1 m = (A,$,y) and $ is the set of functions which have been defined previously.
